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In, ‘Survival of the unfittest: why the worst infrastructure gets built—and what we can do about it’,1 leading 
international expert within the field of major programme management and planning, Bent Flyvberg, University 
of Oxford, shows that worldwide “ex ante estimates of costs and benefits are often very different from actual ex 
post costs and benefits”.   He goes on to say, “political-economic explanations see project planners and 
promoters as deliberately and strategically overestimating benefits and underestimating costs when forecasting 
the outcomes of projects. They do this in order to increase the likelihood that it is their projects, and not the 
competition’s, that gain approval and funding. 
 
Jonathan E.D. Richmond, described as one of the U.S.’s leading experts on urban transportation writing for 
M.I.T. in, ‘Transitory Dreams: How New Rail Lines Often Hurt Transit Systems’ explains:2 

“In the past two decades, many U.S. cities have built new rail-transit systems, and more plan to build or 
extend such lines in coming years. 

To their supporters, the new services are great successes that merit replication. The managers of 
Portland, Oregon's, light-rail line, for example, say their system is contributing daily to "less traffic, 
cleaner air, and a healthier economy." Similarly, in St. Louis, officials claim that the Metrolink light-rail 
line is a "nationally recognized success." 

A systematic analysis of data on the transit systems shows, however, that in most cases investment in 
light rail has worsened overall transit-system financial performance while providing little or no gains in 
public-transport ridership. Why does this analysis appear to contradict transit officials' views? Because 
transit managers have tended to both forget the promise of initial forecasts and to provide isolated 
results on the rail systems without connecting their arrival with the declines in overall system 
performance that rail projects have often caused.”  

He concluded that, “a mythical belief in rail leads to bad decision making.  It leads to the uncritical adoption of 
particular technology, rather than to a discussion of social problems to be addressed.  The real problems thereby 
remain untackled as well as unresolved.” 
  
The 2005 ‘Report Card for Sound Transit’3, highlighted the disregard for facts and taxpayers money by retelling  
the announcement made by the transit agency’s chief legal counsel, in open court, that the transit agency had no 
obligation to honour the budget or the schedule it presented to voters when soliciting their approval.  That it 
could spend as much as it wanted and take as long as it liked to implement Central Link or some portion of it, as 
it saw fit.  Neither did it accept any obligation for its 1996 ridership claims, which obviously have fallen short.  
 
All over the West, light rail performs poorly and does not attract new development, does not increase ridership, 
and is only useful in conjunction with the car and parking. 4 
 
Denver approved a 119-mile rail system in 2004 based on a cost of $4.7 billion to be built by 2017. The current 
estimate is up to $7.9 billion, and the system might not be complete until 2034.  Hay Group, auditor of national 
transit, thinks that the San Jose Light Rail basically sucks.5 
 
As research by Randal O’Toole, Senior Fellow of the CATO Institute finds, “The most important lesson from 
those cities that have already built light rail is that this nineteenth-century technology completely fails to meet 
the transportation needs of twenty-first-century cities.” 6  He goes on to say: 



“San Jose's light rail has turned out to be an even more spectacular failure than the ones in Sacramento, 
Portland, and Los Angeles. Yet regions all over the country, including Houston, Seattle, and Orange County, 
suffer from light-rail envy and are eagerly planning new rail systems. 

Does light rail improve transit? No, most cities that built light rail experienced a decline in transit's share of 
travel. This is partly because the expense of light rail forced transit agencies to increase fares. 

Is light rail faster and more attractive to transit riders than buses? No, transit riders are sensitive to frequencies, 
(reliability) and speed, and buses can easily run on schedules more frequent and faster than light rail. Where 
most light rail lines average just 20 miles per hour, many express bus routes average better than 30 miles/hour. 

Does light rail reduce congestion? No, it increases congestion whenever the rail lines occupy former street 
space and also because it is such an ineffective form of transit. Traffic growth on the freeways paralleling 
Portland's light-rail lines accelerated after the light rail replaced faster express bus routes.” 

Is light rail cost effective? No. Expensive to develop and operate, according to American Public Transportation 
Association data (APTA, various years), Light Rail Transit has higher operating costs per passenger-mile than 
other forms of transit. 

In spite of these facts, during a meeting on May 5, 2010 with then Minister of Transportation, Kathleen Wynne,  
we were told that we just simply didn’t know “how good light rail can be” and she went on to explain that we 
should not look to the American experience but to Europe! 

So we did.  Britain’s National Audit Office put out a report in 2004 ‘Improving public transport in England 
through light rail’.7  Several key points were noted: 
 
 Anticipated benefits have been over-estimated; 
 Passenger numbers, and therefore passenger benefits, have been lower; 
 Light rail systems are not fully integrated with other forms of public transport; 
 Light rail has had a limited impact on road congestion, pollution and road accidents; 
 It is not clear what impact light rail has had on regeneration and social exclusion; 
 Systems in England have been running at a loss; 
 There are barriers to the wider take-up of light rail; 
 The forecast costs of schemes currently under development have risen. 
 
Although the National Audit Office recommended undertaking an assessment whether value for money is being 

achieved due to the fact there has been an incomplete evaluation of existing systems, to date this has not 
occurred.  Perhaps if this review had gone forward the light rail fiasco of all fiascos could have been avoided, 
Edinburgh’s Trams.8  Originally costed in 2003 at ₤375 million it is now estimated at just over ₤1 billion. 
Initially set to open February 2011, now sometime in 2014, with a much reduced route length. 
 
Given that the UK’s system of government and development processes are more on par than those of 
continental Europe it is valid to look at the Edinburgh project for lessons learned.  Although a public inquiry has 
yet to take place key factors are coming to the forefront. 

#1.  Incompetence is not an excuse.9  Much grief and cost overruns could have been avoided. Councillors, 
being given responsibility for the future of the city, do need a certain set of skills – namely an innate 
desire to ensure that taxpayers’ money is being spent wisely, a capacity to see through obfuscation by 
“experts” and officials and the ability to open one’s mouth and ask – without fear – stupid questions. 



 #2.  Removing government transport experts from a transit project is not wise.10  Politicians are the last 
people who should be planning transportation/infrastructure.  In Edinburgh, Transport Scotland officials 
were removed from the Trams project, basically leaving city council in control. 

Here in Toronto, prompted by the provincial government; egged on by anti-auto ideologues, City of Toronto 
Councillors on February 8th, 2012, once again showed their ineptness by voting to endorse: 
 

- The Eglinton Crosstown (underground from Keele Street to Laird Avenue and at grade from Leslie 
Street to Kennedy Station);  

- Finch West LRT from the planned Finch West Station to Humber College;  
- Converting the current Scarborough RT into an LRT, expanding it north to Sheppard Avenue. Council 

also agreed to prioritize, funding permitting, further expansion of this line to the Malvern Town Centre; 
- Have plans for Sheppard Avenue East reviewed by an expert panel. The panel to report March 31st! on 

the most effective way of delivering rapid transit to the greatest number of riders with funds available. 

As explained by John Barnes,  

(Mr. Barnes is a retired Senior Transit Planner for TTC (1971-82) and York Region (1981-2006), member of 
The Institute of Transportation Engineers. He was a staff expert for the original Spadina subway, the SRT, and 
the newest extension of the Spadina subway, including the EA team. Mr. Barnes drafted the TTC's Rapid 
Transit and Integrated GO Rail plan in Feb 1973.  For York Region he was also in charge of maintaining 
transportation databases including surveys, traffic counts and future forecasting and traffic modeling.)  

Eglinton Crosstown: 

a) Doesn’t effectively serve the broad east/west corridor north of the 401 where there are both significant 
populations and most of the employment in the "Metro" area and the Markham/Vaughan boundary.  

b) Over 75% of riders using the Toronto Subway get there with feeder bus services. The Eglinton Crosstown 
line would redirect most of the current central oriented transit riders in the corridor which currently travel the 
relatively short distance south to the Bloor-Danforth line to use Eglinton and get on the Yonge and Spadina 
lines further north than at Bloor. Redirected trips will tend to have the effect of both robbing the B-D line and 
significantly reducing the high capacity potential of that subway line while potentially overloading the Eglinton 
Crosstown line and the two existing north/south subways. As it stands, the Yonge line gets packed at Bloor 
station and lots of government workers get off at Wellesley so the cars are "full" for one station. When people 
redirect themselves along Eglinton in order to get on the Yonge cars, the train is full for upwards of 5 stations 
causing increased dwell times at each station and thus reduced line haul capacity. 

c) When studying the most effective bus routes it was found that the optimal route length was 8 to 10 km. This 
allowed a reasonable bus running times and direct connections to 6 to 8 intersecting surface lines in order to 
make transfer connections without passengers having to transfer frequently. With shorter bus routes, the 2 
minute scheduled turn around time at each end of the bus route reduces the average scheduled speed and thus 
productivity of the service. Similarly, very long bus routes (and streetcar lines like Queen for that matter) end 
up with ragged service and require unscheduled short turns to set them back on schedule. The most easily 
scheduled services are the mid-length routes where service frequency can be tailored to ridership levels better. 
Since the best place to turn around buses is at subway stations where most people transfer, by implication this 
suggests that we should establish a rapid transit grid at 8-10km intervals in order to optimize our surface 
system. Obviously this is simplistic, but it is another factor to consider in terms of the ‘law-of-unintended-
consequences’.  

The average distance between Eglinton Crosstown & Bloor-Danforth is 4 km; Sheppard & B-D is 10 km. 



d) Current ridership patterns on the Eglinton buses is largely collector/distributor with shorter distance trips 
which mean that the corridor still needs frequent service stop spacing. New higher density development 
opportunities in this area seem limited. The collection of Eglinton buses (Eglinton, Nortown, Lawrence East, 
etc.) have a total ridership that can conveniently be handled by buses. There's not a really big potential to attract 
new riders within the corridor between Laird and say Keele. Most trips to and from this portion of Eglinton are 
short distance trips linked to the two subway lines so the travel time savings to riders of rapid transit is limited. 
Longer distance riders tend to travel south to the B-D line first.  

The cost of an LRT tunnel is more expensive than a Subway tunnel because it needs to be wider 6.5 meters vs. 
5.4 meters.11  Low floor light rail vehicles cost twice as much as subway cars yet have less capacity.12 Less 
capacity means less revenue to cover operating expenses which will be higher than a subway.  A new stand 
alone mechanical/maintenance facility will be required to be built and staffed.  Planned for Mt. Dennis, one of 
Ontario’s poorest neighbourhoods, the impact of a transit yard may ensure it never revitalizes.  The new car 
house at Conlins Rd in Scarborough will ensure decreased area property values and increased noise levels. 

As a line, Eglinton was always a useful later enhancement after a suburban transit ethic had been established.13 

Finch West LRT Given that the Finch West Subway station will be opening in the near future, what is the 
purpose of this line?  It has been established that in order to be rapid, transit requires its own right-of-way. 
Competing for travel time with traffic signals along a route significantly adds to travel time and potential erratic 
round trip running times.  The Jane/Finch community will soon be able to take a short 7 minute bus ride (2.2 
km.) to connect with rapid transit.  Humber College students’ 40 minute bus ride (10.7 Km) could be reduced 
by a cheaper14 express bus service, if demand dictates.  
 
Replacement of the SRT by subway is the only sensible, cost-effective solution to the need to replace this 
equipment. City of Toronto Transportation Planning Staff and TTC clearly recognize that 40,000 daily SRT 
passengers will be best served by a replacement subway, an extension of the Bloor-Danforth line from Kennedy 
to the Scarborough Town Centre.  A staff review concluded that a subway replacement of the SRT rather than a 
new LRT on the existing right of way could actually be cheaper because a new LRT would require, along with 
replacement buses during construction etc, a reconstruction of the existing overhead track sections.15   In 
addition, cautious estimates are that ridership on this line would increase by 10,000 trips per day if a subway 
connection was built.16  A subway would also be able to more effectively promote and accommodate Toronto’s 
planned additional long term development (as well as additional future property and commercial tax revenues). 

Sheppard Subway to the Scarborough Town Centre (designed to be Toronto’s Eastern Transit Hub) has been 
analyzed for decades, fully environmentally assessed and approved by Council since as far back as 1986.  There 
is nothing more to study, the case has been made and now remade in Toronto Transit: Back on Track.17  

If the rest of the Sheppard corridor is developed with the streetcar line, then the continuous line concept is lost. 
It has been the TTC’s experience (as with other transit systems) that up to 25% of potential passengers are lost 
due to detours from direct line routes and/or requirements to transfer between different technologies – 
particularly when the routes are short, resulting in frequent transfers for the whole trip.  
 
The sum total of the usefulness of interconnected rapid transit lines is greater than each individual component. 
This fact alone demonstrates the significance of having an effective network. Scarborough Town Centre as the 
starting point of a continuous Sheppard Subway line, would link with four GO Rail lines and our three TTC 
rapid transit lines (Yonge, Spadina, B-D) ultimately ending at the Airport. (A huge employment centre, its 
location as Toronto’s Western Transit Hub would aid regional transit connections. An extension of the B-D line 
from Kipling to the Airport is under 9 km.)   
 
The network concept of direct, continuous and interconnected lines is what makes all great transit systems work 
beyond the level of their individual components.  



 
Red Herring Development density is often used as an argument against further subway building.  This is a red 
herring, because there are less than twenty stations along the existing Toronto system with sufficient density 
that generates a significant amount of local walk-in traffic. Over 75% of riders on our Subways arrive via bus. 
 
In Conclusion 

No doubt we can all agree that our greatest failure as a city/region has been to build a comprehensive network 
of transit.  And, if the current ‘plans’ are anything to go by, the situation is not about to change, there will be a 
costly triumph of ideology.   
  
Ontario lacks enough money to invest in the infrastructure we need because of bad governance.  Unlike its sister 
agencies in B.C. and Quebec our Provincial transit agency doesn’t even have access to dedicated revenue 
sources to service debt.  And, although Metrolinx was suppose to have a blue ribbon board of directors who 
were promised the latitude and freedom to draw on their expertise and experience to guide the development of 
an integrated transportation network for the GTA, the ‘Drummond Report’ report is calling for better 
coordination and rationalization of public transit networks in the GTA to better integrate Go Transit/Metrolinx 
services with municipal transit. The report also seeks honest discussions regarding revenue solutions.  And 
finally, something transportation professionals have asked for over the years, recommends that the Ontario 
government work with the Federal Government to pursue a national transit strategy.  

Which leaves us to ponder what has Metrolinx been doing since 2006?  Guiding integrated transportation in the 
GTA or merely doing the bidding of their political ‘rent-seeking’ masters?  It is hard to judge given that most of 
the board meetings are conducted in secret18 but does any self respecting expert vote for:  

 - Presto/Accenture vs. ACS/Xerox 
 - Premium service Air-Rail link with no supporting business case; 
 - Diesel engines for GO trains contrary to its own report calling for electrification; 
 - Eglinton Crosstown…? 

We need to focus now on achieving results through a clearly-defined accountable and transparent process 
without political interference.  Meaningful consultation is required to address our infrastructure challenges that 
embrace innovation, creative funding formulas and the expertise of professionals (not politicians).  Market 
based tools have successfully been used in Hong Kong, Singapore and Japan which look at land and not 
subsidies as the principal source of revenue.19  Transport Canada 20 has been studying the application of land 
value capture in Canada for several years. There is a plethora of revenue generating tools and a variety of 
options to fund transit.  Short term cost concerns should not drive what the best long term solution should be. 

“What we can do about it”?  
 

- Follow B.C.’s example and call for an audit of Metrolinx to assess ‘value for money. 21   
 
- Take politics and ideology out of Ontario’s transit agency, Metrolinx.  We need directors on board and 

professional staff, working with the regions, dedicated to reaping the socio-economic benefits of an 
evidence based, well-coordinated and integrated transportation system.   

 
- Upload TTC Subway System to Metrolinx.  The subway system is a GTA wide asset. All the transit 

systems in the surrounding Regions benefit from the subway, and will benefit more as the subway is 
extended and better integrated with GO rail stations. This would take major rehabilitation off Toronto’s 
account books and as such the renovation costs to the tunnels, underground station structures, new 
cars and signal system should come off the City of Toronto books and be shared by the surrounding 
Regions through Metrolinx.  



And finally, we should heed Flyvberg’s advice on infrastructure planning and enforce an outside view in the 
planning of new projects combining new methodology with better governance structures with incentives that 
reward accurate estimates of costs and benefits and punish inaccurate ones.4 

What a sound reasonable transit plan looks like.  
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